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The mosT eFFiCienT wAve TeChnoLogy



CatCh these Waves
At ADG, we know waves. We’ve installed 90% of 
the wave systems in North America using our exclu-
sive WaveTek™ technology. We pioneered the lazy 
and action river wave systems and variable wave 
patterns, creating the most exciting wave pools in 
the industry. Our experience translates to security 
for our clients as our waves, and the equipment 
that powers them, are built to entertain, and built 
to last.

Don’t Just Please them,  
WoW them
A gentle wave pool, a leisurely lazy river, or a 
dramatic storm-at-sea effect, ADG Waves are 
custom designed to fit your venue. Your resource 
for surprising, entertaining, and “bring guests 
back visit after visit” fun.

make a sPlash again anD 
again
Looking to stand out, ADG waves deliver! From 
2 ft. to 8 ft. our waves can operate with variable 
patterns or be contained to allow for still water 
play areas. Using remote equipment, it’s possible 
to have wave system machinery operating up to 
100 ft. away from your attraction, which means 
more opportunity for revenue generating areas.

Water is Fun, Waves are  
PHENoMENAL

Our team confidently says things like, “If 
you can dream it, we can build it.” From 
project consultation, engineering service and 
manufacturing, to project supervision, customer 
service and maintenance, ADG is ready to 
accompany you into a new wave of satisfaction 
and revenue.

dive into the possibilities that Adg waves have to offer – 
we promise you’ll come up smiling.

Recognized leader 
in wave generation 
technology and wave 
pool design and 
construction

Exclusive WaveTek™ 
technology is the 
industry’s proven top 
performer

90%
Percentage of all wave 
systems that ADG has 
installed in North 
America

400+
ADG wave system 
installations 
worldwide

From Flat to Fun:
Combining waves with 
flat play areas allows 
for multi-use design 
options. Enhance your 
progam offerings with 
ocean swim lessons, 
water fitness, tria-
thalon and lifeguard 
training
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Number of game-
changing innovations 
introduced by ADG

20+


